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The Erie County Sheriff’s Office responded to 217 calls the week of this report.  Below is a 

sampling of the noteworthy incidents in Grand Island. 

 

Date Type Street Narrative 
8/2 Traffic Infraction 

Other 

7-11 Deputies responded to a female in a white Subaru who appears 

intoxicated. Deputies stopped the vehicle on Baseline Rd. and 

the driver was not intoxicated but was arrested for a suspended 

license. The vehicle was towed from the scene and the driver 

was given UTT’s and released. 

   

8/2 Welfare Check East River Rd. Deputies were called by a third party concerned about an elderly 

female friend saying goodbye over text messages. Deputies 

checked her residence and found her on the floor in the kitchen. 

She appeared to have overdosed on some medications. She was 

stabilized and taken to ECMC by ambulance for treatment. 

   

8/4 Domestic Trouble Old Carriage House 

Rd. 

Deputies responded to a disturbance in the driveway. Ex-

boyfriend is in driveway revving his motorcycle and screaming. 

Deputies investigated to find mirrors broken on vehicle by 

subject before he left the scene. Report completed and possible 

charges to follow.  

   

8/5 Mental Town Hall Terrace Deputies received a call from a concerned friend claiming 

another friend is depressed and possibly suicidal. Deputies were 

finally able to find the friend and evaluate for MHL 9.41. 

Subject was transported to ECMC by patrol for evaluation.  

   

8/6 DWI/Alcohol I-190  Deputies initiated a traffic stop on a gray Pontiac sedan. The 

driver struck the sheriff vehicle and continued on into Niagara 

Falls before finally stopping. Driver,  was found to be 

intoxicated and later registered a .18 BAC, over two times the 

legal limit. He was issued several tickets, processed, and 

released to a third party. 

8/6 Disturbance Beaver Island Park Deputies responded to a male/female argument near the boat 

docks. Deputies spoke with all parties and the male half was 

found to have a warrant out of Amherst PD. He was taken to 

their station by patrol, report taken. 

8/7 Fire Investigation S. Colony Rd. State Police and Deputies responded to a dock on S. Colony Rd. 

for a possible JetSki on fire. SP spoke with owner and 

witnesses, owner says he was shooting off fireworks just before 

incident. Fire investigation completed.  



    

    

 


